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Introduction
This leaflet gives you information to help you understand what home parenteral nutrition (HPN) is and why you may need it. If you still have questions after reading it please speak to a member of the nutrition support team who will be able to explain more.

What is Parenteral Nutrition?
Normally when you eat, food is broken down and digested in your gut. The nutrients are then absorbed through your gut and into your blood stream. Parenteral Nutrition (PN) also known as Total Parenteral Nutrition (TPN) is a special nutritional formulation in a bag that can be given directly into your blood stream without the need to go into your gut first. It is a way of providing nutrients when you are unable to be fed into your gut or if you cannot absorb the nutrients you need through your gut.

What is Home Parenteral Nutrition?
For most people, parenteral nutrition will only be given as a short-term treatment while they are in hospital. However, there are a small number of people who need this type of nutrition for a longer period. So, in some cases, it is possible to give home parenteral nutrition (HPN). HPN is where the same special nutrition given in hospital is provided in your home environment.

Why do I need to be fed like this?
You may have had a procedure or developed a medical condition that requires your gut to be rested, or your medical condition may mean that you are not able to absorb all the nutrients you need from your gut. A common cause of this is Intestinal Failure
where the gut does not function adequately. PN provides the nutrients that your body needs by bypassing your gut and the way nutrients are normally digested. HPN means that you do not have to remain in hospital to receive this treatment.

**How long will I need HPN?**

This will depend on your individual circumstances. Some people will need it for a number of months while others may need HPN lifelong.

Once the decision has been made for you to have HPN and your medical or surgical condition is stable, you will need to be in hospital for about 2–3 weeks to ensure we have the correct parenteral nutrition formulation for you. HPN formulations are made according to your individual needs. In general the parenteral nutrition bags will contain all of the calories, protein (nitrogen), vitamins and minerals that you need. This will be calculated for you by the nutrition support team. Some people have a mixture of bags. This is often because we remove the fat (lipid) from parenteral nutrition on some days of the week. This is noticeable as bags that are white in colour contain fat (lipid) and those that are clearer or straw coloured have no fat (lipid) in them.

**Can I eat or drink while I am having HPN?**

This depends on your individual circumstances. It may be possible but very often because of their medical condition people receiving HPN are not able to eat or drink. This may not be permanent but it can be very difficult when you are at home and see people around you eating and drinking normally. If you have been advised not to eat or drink we will explain the reasons for this to you fully.
Intravenous (IV) Fluids

Some people may be allowed to eat and drink but, because of their medical condition, they need extra fluids to be given directly into their bloodstream (IV fluids). The way this is managed at home is the same as it is for people needing HPN. So, the information in this booklet also relates to you if you have been told you only need IV fluids and not full nutrition.

How will the parenteral nutrition be given into my bloodstream?

Because the parenteral nutrition can irritate small veins, we cannot use a cannula as you might have seen with a normal intravenous drip. You will need to have a central venous catheter inserted. This is a catheter that is inserted into one of your large veins that sit just above your heart. There are normally two ways to insert the central venous catheter:

- Peripherally Inserted Central Catheter (PICC) – this is where the catheter is inserted into the large veins via your arm. This is intended for shorter term use and, if necessary, before you are fitted with a Tunneled Central Venous Catheter
- Tunneled Central Venous Catheter – this is where the catheter is inserted more directly via the veins in your chest. This is intended for patients with longer term needs.

You may hear your PICC or Tunneled Central Venous catheter referred to in a number of different ways. Sometimes the ‘catheter’ is referred to as a ‘line’. Some of the terms you may hear include ‘central line’, ‘Hickman line’ or just your ‘line’.

Are there any risks?

Yes. There are risks when either the PICC or the central venous catheter is being inserted. These risks will be explained to you fully at the time but include the risk of infection and bleeding.
When you are having HPN the main risk to you is developing an infection in your blood (septicaemia) from your PICC or central venous catheter. Although this type of infection is rare it can be very dangerous for you. So, you will be given information and essential contact numbers before you are discharged home.

Sometimes, people who need HPN long term experience changes to the way their liver works. There are many reasons for this but if it is likely to be a problem for you we will discuss this more fully. We routinely check how your liver is working in the blood tests we carry out in hospital and in clinic.

Before you are sent home with your HPN you should be receiving the correct PN formulation for you. However, sometimes there might be changes in your weight, blood sugars or blood salts that require us to change your prescription. These changes will normally be picked up when we see you in clinic following discharge. You will be given contact telephone numbers in case of any queries when you are at home.

**Will I feel hungry?**

Even though you are being provided with all the nutrients that your body needs you will usually have no food going in to your stomach, therefore, there may still be periods when you feel hungry.

**Planning for home**

While you are in hospital, we will register you with a suitable HPN provider and plan your discharge with them. You should get to meet one of the nurses from the HPN provider before you are discharged home. Please be aware that if anything changes with your medical condition this can sometimes delay your discharge home.

It is generally only of benefit to give HPN if you need it for at least 3 months.
Will I have to stay at home all the time?

No. Once we have the correct parenteral nutrition formulation for you, you will be having this for 12–14 hours overnight. This means that you are free to go out or do other activities during the day if you wish. In many cases you will need to have the parenteral nutrition every night. However, we review this regularly and will alter the number of nights you have the nutrition if your condition allows for this.

When you are having your PN at home, this will be via a portable pump that can fit in to a special rucksack and be carried. This means that even when you are having your PN you are free to mobilise and go out if you wish.

It is important to note that with your PN running over night you are likely to have disturbed sleep due to the need to pass urine.

Are there any alternatives?

There is no other way of giving nutrients into your blood stream. Before deciding to offer you HPN we will have explored every option to allow you to be fed into your gut first. Using your gut for nutrition is always preferable as this method carries fewer risks and complications than HPN. HPN will only be given if there is a definite medical reason for it and if the nutrition support team looking after you believe it will be of benefit to you.

What is the nutrition support team?

The nutrition support team is a multi-disciplinary team with experience and specialist knowledge of looking after patients who need HPN. The team consists of consultant gastroenterologists, nutrition nurses, specialist dietitians, specialist pharmacists and a clinical psychologist. When doctors think their patient may need HPN they refer them to the nutrition support team to be assessed. The nutrition support
team will decide exactly what formulation the parenteral nutrition needs to be for individual patients and look at blood results and other tests. When we know that the parenteral nutrition is right for that person we will contact a specialist HPN homecare company to start planning for your discharge.

**AT HOME**

HPN is a significant undertaking for both you and the people close to you. Many people find that HPN restricts their daily activities, but when you are at home our aim is for you to be independent and lead life as normally as possible. This section explains how your HPN will be organised. If you still have questions after reading it please speak to a member of the nutrition support team who will be able to explain more.

**What is a HPN provider?**

There are a number of commercial companies approved by NHS England to provide HPN. The nutrition support team will contact a suitable company and register you with them. The company will need some details about you including: your name, address, telephone numbers, date of birth, any allergies, general practitioner information and the main reason that you need HPN. The HPN provider, also sometimes called the homecare company, will provide all of the equipment you need for your HPN and some nursing support. The nutrition support team liaise closely with your HPN provider throughout the time you are on HPN.

**What equipment will I need?**

Your PN needs to be stored in a refrigerator. The HPN provider will supply you with a large refrigerator that will hold two weeks’ worth of PN. Please be aware that only your PN can be
stored in this. It is essential that ordinary food stuffs are not put in your PN refrigerator. You must also monitor the temperature of the refrigerator carefully. If your PN is not stored at the correct temperature, you cannot use it.

The HPN provider supplies the pump, rucksack and administration sets that you receive your PN through. You will also receive a drip stand, dressing trolley, sterile dressing packs, gloves, dressings and cleaning solutions. There is quite a lot of equipment to store so it is useful to think about where you are likely to have room for the refrigerator and equipment. It may be a spare room, dining room, bedroom etc.

What about my pets?

Many people on HPN have pets. For cleanliness, it is important that pets are not allowed in the room where you store your HPN equipment or the room where you attach yourself to your PN. You should not sleep with pets in your room when your PN is running.

In hospital nurses attach me to my parenteral nutrition – who will do this at home?

You will be trained to administer your own PN. People who can manage their own PN have far more independence and freedom that allows them to lead a more normal life. This might include, for example, going out at a time that suits you, going to work, going on holiday or travelling to see family and friends. If you are unable to manage the HPN yourself then we can also train a partner or close family member to do this with you.

For people who really cannot manage their HPN and who don’t have a suitable person to help them, the HPN provider will supply nurses to administer the HPN.
Who will train me to attach my parenteral nutrition?

Your HPN provider has nurses who carry out training in your home with you. We will plan for you to meet one of the nurses before you are discharged home. The nurses will visit you twice per day: once in the evening to attach your PN and once in the morning to remove it again. At each visit, they will teach you how to do this. Please do not worry about this – the nurses will take time to teach you in small steps and will only allow you to do any step on your own once they are confident you can manage.

Many people learn to administer their own PN within a couple of weeks. However, the nurses will visit for as long as necessary. Eventually you will be trained to carry out your own dressing changes and be completely independent.

If you have tried to train and find that this simply is not possible then the nurses will continue to visit to administer your PN for you.

What time will the nurses visit?

Your HPN provider controls their own nursing rota as they have many patients to train or care for. They will normally give you a two–hour slot in the morning and a two–hour slot in the late afternoon or evening. It is important to be aware that the nurse can arrive with you at any point during the two–hour slots so you must be home for these times. We appreciate that this may be frustrating but they are unable to specify a time within these slots. We do not have any control over the timing of the slots that the HPN provider gives you.

If you have been allocated a slot and this coincides with a hospital appointment, please inform the HPN provider as soon as possible as they may be able to reschedule a visit to accommodate this.
How often will I be seen when I am discharged?

The nutrition support team will see you in a specialist HPN and Intestinal Failure clinic within a few weeks of your discharge. At these clinics, you will see a consultant gastroenterologist, a nutrition nurse, dietitian and sometimes a pharmacist and clinical psychologist. At these clinics, we will check your weight, carry out blood tests, check your central venous catheter and talk through your medications with you. This is a good opportunity for you to ask questions so please make a list of things you are not sure of before attending.

We see most patients every 3–6 months in this clinic once their condition is stable. It may be different depending on your individual circumstances. You will have the nutrition nurse team contact telephone number in case you have any problems or questions between these appointments. The nutrition nurses at University Hospital Birmingham will be your main contact for HPN queries.

Your other medical teams are also likely to arrange to see you in their own clinics for any reviews that they need to carry out with you.

Can I still go on holiday?

If you are independent with your PN then, yes, you can still go on holiday and travel. If you are dependent on nurses for your PN then, unfortunately, this is unlikely to be possible.

You will need to ensure that there is a refrigerator at your destination that you can store your PN in. For the purposes of a holiday this can be a normal domestic fridge but again you must only store your PN in this. You also need to take a refrigerator thermometer to ensure the correct temperature is maintained.

You will need to speak to your HPN provider well in advance and they can advise on how best to transport your PN to your holiday destination.
For some patients, we can consider short term off-the-shelf PN that does not need to be stored in a refrigerator to make travelling easier. These bags do not contain vitamins or minerals and they will probably have different amounts of protein and calories to your normal bag. So, you will need to discuss this with us to see if it is suitable for you.

Patient Support Group

PINNT is a support group for people receiving PN or enteral nutrition (liquid nutrition given into the gut). It is particularly helpful for people who need HPN to visit the website, where there is more information and access to patient forums that provide valuable support. You may wish to pay a small fee to join the group but this is optional. Many of our patients have found contact with PINNT to be very helpful.

Website: www.pinnt.com
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Contacts

Nutrition Nurse Team telephone 0121 371 4561 (Mon–Fri 08:00–16:00 excluding Bank Holidays)
The Trust provides free monthly health talks on a variety of medical conditions and treatments. For more information visit www.uhb.nhs.uk/health-talks.htm or call 0121 371 4323.

Nutrition Nurses
Rooms 4–59, 4th Floor, East Block
Heritage Building (Queen Elizabeth Hospital)
Mindelsohn Way, Edgbaston
Birmingham, B15 2TH